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Monthly+ tend to be slightly younger and have slightly fewer years of experience in the world of campus ministry:

Ministry Type:

Professional Development:

Monthly+ completed the same median number of professional development opportunities as Less than Monthly

and Not at all, although there are a couple statistically significant differences:

Formation:

Monthly+ indicate slightly more certificate training and missionary training, while Not at all selected Frank J. Lewis

Institute and degree-based education as more prevalent components in their formation

Monthly+ have lower levels of education (Master’s or greater): 35% |  53% |  63%

Monthly+ are less likely to have a degree related to Ministry: 42% |  54% |  68%

Those who received a Catholic education at any level (especially at the collegiate level) are more likely Not at all

Monthly+ report slightly lower salary

Monthly+ Less than Monthly Not at all

Median Age: 26 32 34

Median Years in Campus Ministry: 3 4 5

Median Years in Current Position: 2 3 3

Monthly+ Less than Monthly Not at all

Professional certificate 12% 6% 7%

Other (predominantly FOCUS training activities) 16% 10% 5%

State/regional seminars/gatherings 35% 36% 47%
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Missionary Organization

Office/department on campus

Stand-alone Newman/Catholic Center

Parish-based Campus Ministry

Other

Monthly+ are much 
more likely to work in 
Missionary organizations.

Not at all are more likely 
to work in an office/dept. 
on campus.

Salary in thousands of dollars

(e.g. 20s = $20,000-$29,999)

Monthly+: 412 (59%)

Less than Monthly: 176 (25%)

Not at all: 108 (16%)

Spiritual Direction
Lay Ecclesial Ministers

(Does not include ordained or those in consecrated life)
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There were few differences between spiritual direction groups concerning interest in additional training or formation

Activity (highest to lowest) Monthly+ Less than Monthly Not At All

Mass

Discipleship/1-on-1 mentoring

Small group Bible/faith sharing

Retreats

Studying the Bible

Sacrament of Reconciliation

Evangelization

Immersion/service trip

Leadership development

Service/charitable work

Spiritual direction* 29% 23% 9%

% of campus ministers

who believe activity

is VERY significant

70%+

50%-69%

40%-49%

<40%

Note: only items with at least one segment reaching the orange 

minimum level (40%-59%) are included in this table. Items 

excluded are:

• Social events

• Men’s/women’s groups

• Catechesis/sacramental prep

• Social justice/advocacy

• Devotional activities

* While spiritual direction falls below this threshold, it is

included because it is inherently relevant to the comparison

% of Students

Participating in Activity

84% At least weekly

30% At least monthly

57% At least monthly

71% At least yearly

55% At least monthly*

69% At least quarterly**

30% At least monthly

29% At least yearly***

39% At least monthly

58% At least quarterly

45% At least monthly****

* Includes 18% who do

this outside of campus

ministry

** Includes 15% who do 

this outside of campus 

ministry

*** Domestic or foreign 

immersion trips

**** Includes 9% who do this 

outside of campus 

ministry

Activities considered to be VERY significant for students’ growth in faith:

Aspect of Ministry (highest to lowest) Monthly+ Less than Monthly Not At All

Relationships with students

Relationships with colleagues

Physical facilities

Your program budget

Your compensation package

Availability of sabbaticals or leaves

Reporting and accountability structures

Workload

Opportunities for training/professional development and 

ministerial formation

% Very Satisfied

60%+

40%-59%

25%-39%

<25%

Satisfaction with Different Aspects of Ministry:

Note: only items with 

at least one segment 

reaching the orange 

minimum level (25%-

39%) are included in 

this table.

Monthly+: 412 (59%)

Less than Monthly: 176 (25%)

Not at all: 108 (16%)

Spiritual Direction
Lay Ecclesial Ministers

(Does not include ordained or those in consecrated life)

• Intentional communities/

Christian households

• Ecumenical/Interfaith activities

• Pro-life activities
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Summary of Findings

Two-thirds of the campus ministers who completed the survey are laypersons (700 out of 1,047). Of these, 84% (588 of 
the 700) are engaged in spiritual direction, the majority of which do so at least monthly.

Because of the evident association between frequency of spiritual direction and missionary organizations, it is not 
surprising to see that those who seek spiritual direction most often are also younger, are less likely to have advanced 
degrees, and earn a lower salary.

• However, it is important to note that more than half of the frequent spiritual direction seekers are NOT from
missionary organizations.

• Additionally, in some areas where differences are seen by ministry type, those differences are either not seen (e.g.,
areas of interest in additional training) or more muted.

Of those not in spiritual direction, nearly half attend state/regional seminars/gatherings, making this a natural place to 
convey to this group (and others) the benefits and value of spiritual direction.

In general, those who do not participate in spiritual direction are less likely as a group to consider many of the various 
activities very significant for students’ growth in their faith. The key exception is service/charitable work. However, the 
other service-oriented activity measured, immersion/service trip, is seen as very significant equally across groups.

• In fact, retreats and immersion/service trips are two of the few areas where there is agreement in the significance of
the activity.

Regarding satisfaction with their ministry, there is a fair amount of agreement on a number of aspects. The “not at all” 
segment is less satisfied with a somewhat random set of items, which are more management oriented (sabbaticals, 
reporting and accountability structures, workload, opportunities for training).

• There is not much of a distinction of opinions on these topics between those who participate I spiritual direction more
or less often.

Monthly+: 412 (59%)

Less than Monthly: 176 (25%)

Not at all: 108 (16%)

Spiritual Direction
Lay Ecclesial Ministers

(Does not include ordained or those in consecrated life)
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